To promote enterprise hubs supporting and encouraging the local SME community.
We provide funding for business entrepreneurs for start-ups and growth and acquisitions.
With over 45 years of working with business owners, we have wide reaching experience and
expertise across many different businesses.
As Direct Lenders we offer:
 a rare common sense approach to business finance
 coupled with a sensible and old fashioned approach and attitude to client’s requirements
Our commitment is:
 to supply the right finance for our clients to achieve their goals
 to take the time and trouble to understand and appreciate the specific requirements of our
clients
We at AS Securities appreciate that you need:
1) a tailor-made individual service: which is our hallmark
2) that every business is different and therefore deserves to be looked at in its own right
AS Securities provide fully comprehensive Finance FACILITIES
BUSINESSES FINANCE

PROPERTY FINANCE

Start-ups - expansion

Development finance and stage payments

Short term finance

JV participation

Medium term finance

Investments

Bridging finance

Buy to let

Our experience and expertise allows us to finance proposals from which others shy away.

SMEs are confronted unnecessarily with difficulties and hurdles
 SMEs are not sufficiently understood
 the market for SME finance is very fragmented
 businesspeople do not have the time to keep searching for finance
AS Securities make a difference because WE UNDERSTAND your plans and requirements





our clients’ requirements are assessed by the decision makers
our clients don’t suffer delays caused by junior advisors
our clients don’t miss opportunities due to delays by lending committees
frustration at delays and an unexpected NO to the previous hope

REMEMBER
As DIRECT LENDERS you benefit from:






our common sense approach and personal attention to funding
a successful track record of 45 years
prompt: assessment
prompt: decisions
prompt: completions

Finance can only be successfully provided if the lender bothers to diligently analyse and then
address the individual requirements. If you have a business looking for the required funding, we'd
be happy to talk through your thoughts.
Call me come and let’s talk without obligation.
Joe Sucharewicz
MD AS Securities
0207 6166601
07768356121

